Melanoma antigen family A4 protein produced by transgenic silkworms induces antitumor immune responses
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Abstract. Recent clinical trials with the aim of developing tumor antigen (TA)-specific cancer vaccines against a number of malignancies have focused on the identification of TAs presented by tumor cells and recognized by T cells. In the present study, the TA melanoma antigen family A4 (MAGE-A4) protein was produced using a transgenic (TG) silkworm system. Using in vitro stimulation, it was subsequently determined whether MAGE-A4 protein induced MAGE-A4-specific T cells from peripheral blood mononuclear cells of healthy donors. TG silkworm lines expressing a MAGE-A4 gene under an upstream activating sequence (UAS) were mated with those expressing a yeast transcription activator protein (GAL4) at the middle silk glands (MSGs) and embryos that harbored both the GAL4 and UAS constructs were selected. Recombinant MAGE-A4 protein was extracted from the MSGs of TG silkworms and evaluated using SDS-PAGE and western blot analysis. It was observed that MAGE-A4 produced by the TG silkworm system successfully induced MAGE-A4-specific CD4+ T cell responses. Furthermore, MAGE-A4-specific CD4+ T cells recognized antigen-presenting cells when pulsed with a MAGE-A4 tumor cell lysate. The present data suggests that recombinant tumor antigen production using the TG silkworm system may be a novel tool in the preparation of cancer vaccines.

Introduction

Recent clinical trials with the aim of developing tumor antigen (TA)-specific cancer vaccines against a number of malignancies have focused on the identification of TAs presented by tumor cells and recognized by T cells (1,2). Although cancer vaccines that aim to enhance antitumor immune responses in cancer patients are an attractive approach, current vaccines remain ineffective in achieving tumor regression (3). Cancer vaccines using TA-derived peptides are a current therapeutic strategy; however, their applications are limited due to difficulties with human leukocyte antigen (HLA) restriction, HLA-peptide binding affinity, immunogenicity and antigenicity. To develop effective and broadly applicable vaccines, a number of approaches are currently being used to design modified peptides with enhanced functional activities, relative to the parental peptide, including multiple epitope peptides or longer peptides covered with multiple epitopes (4). The function of these may be further enhanced by administration with professional antigen-presenting cells (5,6). Cancer vaccines may also be developed through the use of whole recombinant TA proteins as antigens. Using this method, various epitopes are simultaneously presented to T cells, as whole TA proteins contain multiple HLA class I and II epitopes that are recognized by cluster of differentiation (CD)-4+ and CD8+ T cells, respectively. Furthermore, target patients are not restricted by the type of HLA allele. Many systems now exist for the production of recombinant proteins, and each of these systems have advantages and disadvantages with regard to time, cost and risk of endotoxin contamination (7). A recombinant protein production system using transgenic (TG) silkworms has recently been documented by our group, whereby a yeast transcription activator protein (GAL4) and upstream activating sequence for GAL4 (UAS) system was observed to be an effective technique for transgenic gene expression (8). Using this GAL4/UAS system, it was demonstrated that functional human µ-opioid receptor.
was expressed in the TG silkworm (9,10). As silk thread produced by silkworms may be used as a surgical suture mate-
rrial, the risk of contamination from endotoxin and allergic
reactions is unlikely in patients. Therefore, recombinant TA
protein synthesis by a TG silkworm system may be useful in
the development of cancer vaccines.

The present study aimed to determine whether proteins
obtained from TG silkworms may be used in the development
of cancer vaccines. Among the TAs available, melanoma
antigen family A4 (MAGE-A4) was selected in the current
preliminary study. MAGE-A4 is typically expressed in a
number of malignancies, including melanoma, head and neck
cancer and lung cancer, while only being expressed in the
testis and placenta of normal adult tissues (11-13). In addi-
tion, cancer vaccine clinical trials using MAGE-A4 peptides
and proteins have been documented (14,15). In the present
study, the TA MAGE-A4 protein was produced using a
TG silkworm system. Using in vitro stimulation (IVS), it
was subsequently determined whether MAGE-A4 protein
induced MAGE-A4-specific T cells from peripheral blood
mononuclear cells (PBMCs) of healthy donors. Results
suggested that TA proteins produced by a TG silkworm
system may be useful in the development of cancer vaccines.

Materials and methods

Construction of expression vectors. Plasmids expressing TG
silkworm constructs containing the MAGE-A4 gene were
prepared as follows: The MAGE-A4 gene (GenBank acces-
sion no. AB464618) was amplified from a Flexi ORF Clone
pF1KB9825 plasmid (Kazusa DNA Research Institute,
Chiba, Japan) using the primers BsmBI_MAGE_U (forward,
5'-GGGTCTCAGCTATGCTTCTGACAGAAG-3') and
BsmBI_MAGE_His_L (reverse, 5'-GGGTCTCAGCTATGCTTCTGACAGAAG-3')
in order to insert a histidine tag sequence for protein purification and
restriction enzyme BsmBI sites (underlined) for gene construc-
tion. The MAGE-A4 gene fragment amplified by polymerase
chain reaction [1 unit of KOD plus polymerase (Toyobo Co.,
Ltd., Osaka, Japan); 5 µM forward and reverse primers, 1 mM
dNTPs, 0.1 µg template plasmid, and 1X buffer
(A190-114A, 1:1,000; Bethyl Laboratories, Montgomery,
USA) (8, 16)] by using 4-12% gradient gels (NuPAGE Bis-
Tris Gels; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc., Waltham, MA, USA)
according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The gel was stained with
0.2% Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250 (Nacalai Tesque, Kyoto,
Japan). For western blotting, the gel was transferred onto
nylon membranes (Hybond P PVDF; no. 10600023; GE
Healthcare Life Sciences, Chalfont, UK), and incubated
in blocking buffer (Blocking One; no. 03953-95; Nacalai
Tesque, Kyoto, Japan) at room temperature for 1 h. Membrane
was incubated with an anti-histidinyl tag primary antibody (A190-114A, 1:1,000; Bethesda Laboratories, Montgomery,
TX, USA) at 4°C overnight. Subsequently, the membrane
was washed three times with PBS with Tween-20 (PBST)
[8 mM Na2HPO4, 2 mM KH2PO4 (pH 7.4), 150 mM NaCl,
3 mM KCl, 0.05% Tween-20] and incubated with horseradish
peroxidase-conjugated anti-rabbit immunoglobulin (Ig)-G
secondary antibody (NA934, 1:20,000; GE Healthcare Life
Sciences) at room temperature for 1 h. Then, the membrane
was washed two times with PBST. Immunoreactive protein
bands were detected using ECL Prime reagent (GE Healthcare
Life Sciences) and an LAS-3000 Image Analyzer (Fujiﬁlm
Image Reader LAS-3000, version 2; Fujiﬁlm Corporation,
Tokyo, Japan).

Protein lysates from MSGs were also loaded onto a nickel
affinity column (5 ml; GE Healthcare Life Sciences) equili-
brated with 20 mM phosphate (pH 7.4) and 500 mM NaCl for
puriﬁcation of recombinant MAGE-A4. After sample loading,
the column was washed with 45 ml of 20 mM phosphate
(pH 7.4) and 50 mM imidazole, and recombinant MAGE-A4

Generation of TG silkworms. TG silkworms were generated as
described previously (16-18). Briefly, the silkworm strain
w1-pnd, which is non-diapausing and produces non-pigmented
eyes and eggs, was used to generate TG silkworms. The
diapausing strain w-1 was also used to mate TG silkworm
lines. All strains were maintained at the Transgenic Silkworm
Research Unit at National Institute of Agrobiological
Sciences (Ibaraki, Japan). Silkworm larvae were reared on
an artificial diet (Nsan Corporation, Yokohama, Japan)
at 25°C. pBac[UAS_MAGE-A4/3xP3-AmCyan] was injected
into embryos at the pre-blastoderm stage with a helper
plasmid, pHA3PIG (our collection), to induce expression of
a piggyBac transposase gene (17), and resulting generation 0
(G0) adults were mated with other G0 adults. GI silkworms
were selected during the late embryonic stage for expres-
sion of the AmCyan gene driven by a 3xP3 neuro-specific
promoter in the embryonic compound eyes. The TG silk-
worm lines obtained were then mated with adults from a
Serl-GAL4 strain carrying a GAL4 gene under the control of
a middle silk gland (MSG)-specific sericin1 promoter and a
3xP3-DsRed2 marker gene (Addgene, Inc., Cambridge, MA,
USA) (8). F1 embryos harboring GAL4 and UAS constructs
were selected based on fluorescence of AmCyan and DsRed2
using fluorescence microscopy (Olympus Corporation,
Tokyo, Japan).

Extraction and purification of recombinant MAGE-A4 from
MSGs. A pair of MSG (~300 µg) was isolated from one
larva on the sixth day of the 5th instar, then immersed in
1 ml of 20 mM phosphate (pH 7.2) and gently shaken at 4°C
for 2 h. The resulting extract was frozen at -80°C for 3 h,
and then thawed at 4°C overnight before removal of debris
delecct from each extract by filtration. Protein supernatant extracted
using a freeze-and-thaw method as described above (10 µg
of protein; centrifuged at 2,280 x g for 10 min at 4°C)
from MSGs were separated and analyzed by SDS-PAGE
using 4-12% gradient gels (NuPAGE Bis-Tris Gels; Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Inc., Waltham, MA, USA) according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. The gel was stained with
0.2% Coomassie Brilliant Blue R-250 (Nacalai Tesque,
Kyoto, Japan). For western blotting, the gel was transferred onto
nylon membranes (Hybond P PVDF; no. 10600023; GE
Healthcare Life Sciences, Chalfont, UK), and incubated
in blocking buffer (Blocking One; no. 03953-95; Nacalai
Tesque, Kyoto, Japan) at room temperature for 1 h. Membrane
was incubated with an anti-histidinyl tag primary antibody (A190-114A, 1:1,000; Bephyl Laboratories, Montgomery,
TX, USA) at 4°C overnight. Subsequently, the membrane
was washed three times with PBS with Tween-20 (PBST)
[8 mM Na2HPO4, 2 mM KH2PO4 (pH 7.4), 150 mM NaCl,
3 mM KCl, 0.05% Tween-20] and incubated with horseradish
peroxidase-conjugated anti-rabbit immunoglobulin (Ig)-G
secondary antibody (NA934, 1:20,000; GE Healthcare Life
Sciences) at room temperature for 1 h. Then, the membrane
was washed two times with PBST. Immunoreactive protein
bands were detected using ECL Prime reagent (GE Healthcare
Life Sciences) and an LAS-3000 Image Analyzer (Fujiﬁlm
Image Reader LAS-3000, version 2; Fujiﬁlm Corporation,
Tokyo, Japan).
was eluted with 20 mM phosphate (pH 7.4) and 500 mM imidazole. Each fraction from the column was evaluated using 12.5% SDS-PAGE.

Cell lines. The present study used two human squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck (SCCHN) cell lines, namely Kuma-1 (MAGE-A4) and HSC-4 (MAGE-A4), according to a previously described method (19). Kuma-1 was provided by Dr. Kyoko Itoh at the Kurume University School of Medicine (Kurume, Japan). HSC-4 was purchased from the Japanese Cancer Research Bank (Tokyo, Japan). The SCCHN cell lines were cultured at 37°C in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, L-glutamine (2 mM) and antibiotics (50 U/ml penicillin and 50 µg/ml streptomycin; all from Gibco; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.). Tumor cells were harvested, re-suspended in AIM-V medium (Invitrogen; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) at 5x10⁶/ml, and lysed by three freeze-thaw cycles. A freeze-thaw cycle consisted of 5 min in liquid nitrogen followed by 5 min at 37°C. Tumor cell lysates of 5x10⁶ cell equivalents/ml were used as a source of antigen in interferon (IFN)-γ ELISA assay, as previously described (20).

Induction of anti-MAGE-A4-specific T cells by IVS. During January 2015 to July 2015, PBMCs were isolated from 5-healthy donors by density gradient centrifugation using a Ficoll-Paque PLUS media (GE Healthcare Life Sciences). Donor cells were obtained in accordance with the regulations by an approved protocol and consent forms of the Institutional Review Board of Gunma University (Maebashi, Japan). Dendritic cells (DC) were generated from PBMCs, as described previously (21). CD4⁺ and CD8⁺ T-cells were isolated from non-adherent PBMCs using immunomagnetic beads (CD8 MicroBeads; Miltenyi Biotech GmbH, Bergisch Gladbach, Germany). CD4⁺ or CD8⁺ T-cells (5x10⁵) and DCs (1x10⁵) treated by X-ray irradiation (30 Gy) were co-cultured at 37°C for 7 days in the presence of recombinant MAGE-A4 protein (10 µg/ml) in 96-well round-bottomed plates (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) in a final volume of 0.2 ml/well AIM-V medium supplemented with 5% (v/v) human AB serum (Access Cell Culture LLC, Vista, CA, USA) and 5 ng/ml interleukin (IL)-7 (R&D Systems, Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA). This solution formed the culture medium (CM). On day 7, responder CD4⁺ or CD8⁺ T-cells were re-stimulated with irradiated autologous DCs (1x10⁵) in the presence of MAGE-A4 protein (10 µg/ml) and grown in CM. On day 9, half of the medium volume was replenished with CM containing 10 IU/ml IL-2. Responding cells were screened on day 14 for the production of IFN-γ in the presence of MAGE-A4 protein using an IFN-γ ELISA kit (EHIFNG; Pierce; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Positive cells were selected and transferred to 24-well plates and cultured at 37°C in CM supplemented with 10 IU/ml IL-2. Cells in culture were subjected to a weekly MAGE-A4 protein re-stimulation (10 µg/ml) with irradiated DCs (1x10⁵) or PBMCs (1x10⁵).

Evaluation of MAGE-A4-specific T-cell responses. Responder T cells (3x10⁵/well) were co-cultured with irradiated DCs (1x10⁵/well) at 37°C in the presence of MAGE-A4 protein (10 µg/ml) in 96-well flat-bottomed plates in a final volume of 200 µl AIM-V medium containing 5% (v/v) human AB serum. Culture supernatants were harvested after 24 h to measure antigen-induced IFN-γ production. The harvested supernatants of the responder T cell medium were frozen and stored at -80°C until IFN-γ concentration was measured. An IFN-γ ELISA kit (EHIFNG; Pierce; Thermo Fisher Scientific, Inc.) was used to quantify the concentration of IFN-γ within the supernatants, according to the manufacturer’s instructions, using a detection limit of 2 pg/ml. An antibody blocking assay was also performed to determine the effect on IFN-γ production, whereby irradiated DCs were pre-incubated with anti-HLA-class I antibody (10 µg/ml, no. 560187) or anti-HLA-class II antibody (10 µg/ml; no. 555556) (both from BD Biosciences) at 37°C for 30 min prior to co-culture with responder T cells.

Statistical analysis. Data were expressed as mean ± standard error and analyzed using a Student’s t-test. P<0.05 was considered to indicate a statistically significant difference. Statistical analysis was performed using SPSS 22.0 software (IBM SPSS, Armonk, NY, USA).

Results

Generation of TG silkworms expressing MAGE-A4. To generate TG silkworm strains expressing MAGE-A4 protein in MSGs, the plasmid pBac[UAS_MAGEA4/3xP3-AmCyan], encoding the MAGE-A4 gene under control of a UAS promoter, was injected into 370 eggs. A total of 171 eggs hatched, and these G0 adults were mated with other G0 adults to generate G1 offspring. A total of 8 broods expressing fluorescent AmCyan were selected after fluorescence screening of G1 offspring, and 4 TG silkworm lines were ultimately established (Table I). All 4 TG silkworm lines were mated with a Serl-GAL4 strain expressing an MSG-specific GAL4 gene. To confirm the expression of MAGE-A4 protein in selected TG silkworms, extract from the MSGs of silkworms was evaluated by SDS-PAGE (Fig. 1A) and western blot analysis (Fig. 1B). On coomassie brilliant blue-stained gels and immunoblots,
specific bands at ~42 kDa were observed in all four lanes of the MAGE-A4 TG lines, but not in the negative control lane. A number of low-molecular-weight bands were also detected on the immunoblots, though were likely derived from degradation products. Purified recombinant MAGE-A4 was confirmed as a single band at ~42 kDa by nickel affinity chromatography and SDS-PAGE analysis (Fig. 1C). The MAGE-A4 fractions were dialyzed with 20 mM phosphate (pH 7.4). A total of 170 µg of MAGE-A4 protein was obtained per TG silkworm after purification.

**Induction of MAGE-A4-specific CD4+ T cell responses.** MAGE-A4-specific CD4+ T cells were generated from the PBMCs of healthy donors. After four rounds of IVS, outgrowing CD4+ T cells were assessed for the production of IFN-γ using ELISA. It was observed that CD4+ effector T cells produced IFN-γ in response to MAGE-A4 protein (Fig. 2). In turn, production of IFN-γ in response to MAGE-A4 protein was significantly blocked by anti-HLA class II antibody, but not anti-HLA class I antibody (P<0.05; Fig. 2). However, MAGE-A4-specific CD8+ T cells were not induced to produce IFN-γ using the same culture system (data not shown). Therefore, subsequent experiments were performed using MAGE-A4-specific CD4+ T cells.

To determine the ability of induced MAGE-A4-specific CD4+ T cells to recognize MAGE-A4+ tumor cells, tumor lysates were used as a source of antigen instead of recombinant MAGE-A4 protein. Notably, MAGE-A4-specific CD4+ T cells produced IFN-γ in response to autologous DCs incubated with MAGE-A4+ tumor lysates, but not MAGE-A4-tumor lysates (Fig. 3A). Furthermore, T cell reactivity was significantly inhibited by anti-HLA-class II antibody, but not anti-HLA-class I antibody (P<0.05; Fig. 3B). These results suggest that induced MAGE-A4-specific CD4+ T cells may recognize tumor-derived MAGE-A4 antigen when presented by HLA class II molecules on antigen-presenting DCs.

**Discussion**

In the present study, TA with immunogenic properties was successfully produced using a TG silkworm system. Cancer
immunotherapy aims to activate and upregulate host immune responses against tumor cells, and a large number of agents and strategies are currently under development or in clinical trials and practice (22). Regarding cancer vaccines, the majority of clinical trials have used peptide-based vaccines; however, they have shown only limited success despite the induction of TA-specific T cell responses in cancer patients (3). Although protein-based vaccines are a high-cost approach when compared to peptide-based vaccines, full-length proteins contain all the potential epitopes capable of stimulating CD4+ and CD8+ T cells, and may be used regardless of the patients' HLA alleles. Many host systems, including bacteria, yeast and insect cells, are now used in the production of recombinant proteins, and the preferred method of production varies according to the purpose of use (7). The TG silkworm system has been used for the expression of recombinant proteins since 2000, and the expression of a number of recombinant proteins in TG silkworms, including green fluorescent protein, human serum albumin, membrane receptors and monoclonal antibodies has been documented (23-25). The TG silkworm system has a number of advantages, including its lower cost, mass breeding capacity, availability of multiple tissues for expression, suitability for large scale production and reduced endotoxin contamination. Regarding the extraction of recombinant proteins from tissues, recombinant MAGE-A4 protein has been extracted from MSGs and silkworm cocoons in our preliminary experiments. As protein extraction from MSGs was more efficient and achieves a higher yield than that from silkworm cocoons, we used MSGs as the source of recombinant MAGE-A4 protein for in vitro study. The MAGE-A4 protein produced using the TG silkworm system successfully induced MAGE-A4-specific CD4+ T cell responses, suggesting that the MAGE-A4 protein is engulfed, processed and presented to CD4+ T cells by antigen-presenting cells in association with HLA class II molecules. Notably, the induced MAGE-A4-specific CD4+ T cells also recognized antigen-presenting cells incubated with a MAGE-A4+ tumor cell lysate. This result indicates that common immunological epitopes exist between the recombinant MAGE-A4 protein produced and MAGE-A4 expressed in tumor cells. However, MAGE-A4-specific CD8+ T cells were not produced in the current experimental system. DCs are capable of presenting exogenous antigens in the context of HLA class I through cross-priming; however, cross-presentation is influenced by many factors, including the DC maturation status, type of DC subset and type of antigen (26,27). Studies are currently ongoing to determine the activities of CD8+ T cells under various conditions including the types of cytokines used and DC activation status.

The MAGE-A4 protein produced in the current study is among a number of cancer-testis antigens that have been identified as cancer therapeutic targets based on their unique expression patterns (28,29). Cesson et al (30) observed that naturally acquired T-cell responses were activated against MAGE-A4 in patients with SCCN, indicating that vaccines that boost pre-existing MAGE-A4-specific T-cell responses in cancer patients may be a useful therapeutic strategy. A number of clinical trials employing MAGE-A4 as a vaccine in cancer patients have been documented. For instance, Takahashi et al (14) treated patients with colon cancer with pulmonary metastasis with an artificially synthesized long peptide of MAGE-A4 that acted as a helper/killer-hybrid cell epitope. The artificially synthesized long peptide induced MAGE-A4-specific Th1 and Th2 cells and complement-fixing IgG antibodies. In addition, tumor growth and levels of carcinoembryonic antigen tumor marker were significantly decreased in the final diagnosis (14). More recently, a cancer vaccine clinical trial with the MAGE-A4 protein, derived from M15 Escherichia coli, was conducted in patients with advanced esophageal, stomach or lung cancer (15). Although protein synthesis was not discussed, it was suggested that recombinant proteins manufactured in E. coli may contain residual endotoxins that are harmful to the host (15). Apart from the method of protein synthesis, results of this trial indicated that vaccination with MAGE-A4 protein vaccine was safe and induced CD4+ and/or CD8+ T cell responses in a number of patients. In addition, overall survival rate was longer in patients with tumor cells expressing high levels of MAGE-A4 or HLA class I and exhibiting MAGE-A4-specific immune responses after vaccination (15). Therefore, MAGE-A4 is a potential target for cancer vaccines, and recombinant MAGE-A4 protein may be a potent immunogen, capable of inducing broad T-cell responses in a larger population of cancer patients. A major factor in the design of cancer vaccines is the selection of tumor antigens. Although Cheever et al (31) has documented a prioritized list of cancer vaccine antigens based on predefined and pre-weighted objective criteria, a single antigen cancer vaccine is unlikely to be effective, due to the heterogeneity of antigen expression in tumors and the emergence of antigen loss variants. Therefore, studies aiming to produce other tumor antigens, including wild-type p53 and Wilms tumor 1 (31), using the TG silkworm system are currently ongoing.
Numerous clinical trials using immune checkpoint inhibitors have been conducted and therapeutic benefits were achieved in certain patient populations (32,33). However, as immune checkpoint inhibitors are not intended to target tumor cells themselves, these drugs augment non-specific immune responses against not only tumor cells, but also normal cells, and thus, cause various autoimmune reactions, including colitis, pneumonitis and endocrine disorders as side effects (32,33). In the future, strategies combining the induction and activation of TA-specific T cells with cancer protein-based vaccines and the activation and proliferation of TA-specific T cells with immune checkpoint inhibitors may lead to safer and more effective immunotherapy for the treatment of cancer.

In conclusion, MAGE-A4 produced by the TG silkworm system successfully induced MAGE-A4-specific CD4+ T cell responses. Furthermore, these CD4+ T cells could recognize antigen-presenting cells pulsed with a MAGE-A4+ tumor cell lysate. Thus, recombinant tumor antigen production using the TG silkworm system may be a novel tool in the preparation of cancer vaccines.
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